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psychology, and pedagogy.3 Within CALL is another subfield that 

is evolving significantly known as Computer Assisted Language 

Testing (CALT). There are already numerous specialized journals 

and conferences dedicated to CALL and CALT. In this way, the 

twenty-first century has blossomed into a veritable Golden Age of 

applied linguistics. 

Another subfield currently under development, though still 

with very limited use, is intelligent systems for computer-aided 

language learning (CALL). This areas studies and implements 

technologies for performing the role or function of a teacher in 

that it entails the identification of errors in the output of the 

student, the offering of relevant feedback, the determination of the 

language level of fluency, the provision of appropriate materials 

and assignments for assisting students’ progress, as well as 

interacting with students through conversation. 

It other words, today the advent of CALL, CALT, and CALL 

are so pervasive and in expendable that suddenly it is nearly 

impossible to imagine teaching and learning language without 

computer assistance, either totally -in the case of virtual teaching 

or in part, as a support  mechanism for traditional classroom 

teaching.  

It may be argued that scholars of English, linguistics 

professors, and language teachers of all types are among the most 

committed to the implementation of computer technology to 

promote their work. In the fields of linguistics, education, and 

technology language teachers are typically on the forefront of 

relevant computer-assisted technologies. 

 
III. THE LINGUISTICS REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN 

Consider the word ‘podcast’. Unknown in 2004 by 99% 

of the population, in 2005 it was selected as the ‘word of the 

year' by the New Oxford American Dictionary.4 These 

downloadable internet audio files with fixed periodicity have 

lent a new tactic to teachers of foreign languages. Indeed, the 

internet is already replete with web pages for dedicated 

language learning use by students and language teachers 

containing everything from actual recordings of language to 

prepared podcast lessons. 

As for tools, the web offers a wide variety of 

functionalities that (a) create, manage and publish content, (b) 

enrich teaching and create teaching materials, (c) browse and 

search content for multimedia design and editing, (d) to 

enable office automation, and (e) to facilitate communication 

and collaboration on social networks. Two of the most 

popular tools are blogs and wikis.  

A blog is a website that periodically updates articles 

collected chronologically from one or more authors, with the 

most recent appearing first. The author can allow other 

Internet users to make comments and always retains the right 
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to post what is deemed appropriate. The possibilities are 

endless for implementing text and images, audio and video. 

Blog pedagogy is a growing subfield in academics. 

A similar tool is the wiki. It is a collaborative web space, 

organized by a hypertext page structure in which users create, 

edit, delete, and modify the content asynchronously. The 

existence of numerous free of applications for creating wikis 

in different programming languages and various operating 

systems, has favored its development. Moreover, it is not 

necessary to master HTML5, the language in which web 

pages are coded, or to use a web page editor to collaborate on 

a wiki.  

The language of the wikis eliminates non-essential 

elements of HTML and reduces participation to the essentials. 

Typical uses of wikis in linguistics and language education 

including appointment: (a) classroom communication and 

collaboration spaces, (b) the assignment of dedicated learning 

spaces and filing tasks, (c) text archiving, (d) collaborative 

authorship projects between students, teachers, and both, and 

(d) the ability to enhance motivation and inspiration for 

learning due to the pleasurable venue and prospects for 

attaining significant audiences, and the list goes on. 

 
IV. COMPUTERIZED TOOLS FOR LANGUAGE 

LEARNING 

 The following software packages have each been 

researched and reviewed in scholarly publications. 

1- JClic: a set of applications developed in Java 9 to make 

various types of activities: puzzles, associations, text 

exercises, and crossword activities are created and it also 

allows one to publish and display projects created to 

others.5 

2- Hot Potatoes: a system created by the University of 

Victoria, Canada, which allows the creation of six types of 

interactive exercises to perform online: multiple choice, 

fill voids, order, crosswords, matching and short answer.6 

3- Builder: another tool for creating digital educational 

content promoting multiliteracies and multimodalities with 

47 models of activities.7 

4- MALTED (Multimedia Authoring Tutors for 

Language and Educational Development): allows 
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